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by William A Cohen, PhD

The Tipping Point:  How Little Things Can Make a Big Difference
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Most of the denizens of the Antarctic penguin colony sneer at Fred, the quiet but observant scout who detects worrying signs that 
their home, an iceberg, is melting.  Fred must cleverly convince and enlist key players, such as Louis, the head penguin; Alice, the 
number two bird; the intractable NoNo the weather expert; and a passle of school-age penguins if he is to save the colony.

Their delightfully told journey illuminates in an unforgettable way how to manage the necessary change that surrounds us all. 
Simple explanatory material following the fable enhances the lasting value of these lessons.

Our Iceberg Is Melting is at once charming, accessible and profound; a treat for virtually any reader.    

The Navy SEALs. The Green Berets. Delta Force. These are just a few examples of what are known as “special ops” -- unique fighting 
forces trained to beat overwhelming odds on every mission. Using principles like speed, purpose, repetition, surprise, and 
simplicity, elite units such as these have throughout history accomplished extremely challenging tasks against vastly superior 
forces. When something seemingly impossible must be achieved, special ops forces are the ones called upon for a miracle.

In boyhood, Louis Zamperini was an incorrigible delinquent. As a teenager, he channeled his defiance into running, discovering 
a prodigious talent that had carried him to the Berlin Olympics. But when World War II began, the athlete became an airman, 
embarking on a journey that led to a doomed flight on a May afternoon in 1943. When his Army Air Forces bomber crashed into 
the Pacific Ocean, against all odds, Zamperini survived, adrift on a foundering life raft. Ahead of Zamperini lay thousands of miles of 
open ocean, leaping sharks, thirst and starvation, enemy aircraft, and, beyond, a trial even greater. Driven to the limits of endurance, 
Zamperini would answer desperation with ingenuity; suffering with hope, resolve, and humor; brutality with rebellion. His fate, 
whether triumph or tragedy, would be suspended on the fraying wire of his will.

The tipping point is that magic moment when an idea, trend, or social behavior crosses a threshold, tips, and spreads like wildfire. 
Just as a single sick person can start an epidemic of the flu, so too can a small but precisely targeted push cause a fashion trend, the 
popularity of a new product, or a drop in the crime rate. This widely acclaimed bestseller, in which Malcolm Gladwell explores and 
brilliantly illuminates the tipping point phenomenon, is already changing the way people throughout the world think about selling 
products and disseminating ideas.


